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20
The advance in science and technology has usually relied on the definition of models representing properties 21 of systems under study. Complex problems in the domains of physics, chemistry and biology were usually 22 modeled with differential equations, and by traditional analysis, these equations were solved analytically 23 for the desired system. This approach only works for very simple systems with simple geometries and property 
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neighboring elements, and the field under study is analyzed by propagating the current values from one ele-33 ment to another through connection points. 34 In recent years cellular Automata (CA) [3] , became popular to represent many models of real systems as 35 cell spaces [4, 5] . CA are defined as infinite n-dimensional lattices of cells whose values are updated according 36 to a local rule. This is done simultaneous and synchronously using the current state of the cell and the state 37 of a finite set of nearby cells (known as the neighborhood). CA has several problems when used in modeling 38 complex systems. CA usually requires large amounts of compute time, mainly due to its synchronous nature. 39 The use of a discrete time base is also a constraint to the precision of the model. The Cell-DEVS formalism 40 [6] solved these problems by using the DEVS (Discrete EVents Systems specifications) formalism [7] to define 41 a cell space where each cell is defined as a DEVS model. This technique permits to build discrete-event cell 42 spaces, improving their definition by making the timing specification more expressive. Besides this, discret-43 izing the model into a bi-dimensional grid poses constraints on the precision that can be achieved by the 44 model. Finite element analysis, instead, is able to provide higher precision due to the characteristics of 45 the technique. 46 We have explored the use of the Cell-DEVS formalism to model and solve problems usually tackled by 47 FEM. We intend to use FEM as a very precise technique for defining the problem, while having the simplicity 48 of a cellular approach to facilitate model definition. The use of Cell-DEVS also enables integration with other 49 existing DEVS [7] and Cell-DEVS models, permitting to define multi-paradigm models. An advantage of this 50 approach is that, in real life, engineering systems are often composed of continuous and discrete components 51 interacting together. Finally, in building these models as Cell-DEVS, we can make use of existing infrastruc-52 ture, including parallel simulators and distributed environments without changes to the original models. We 53 describe a method for mapping problems modeled by partial differential equations and solved by finite differ-54 ences or FEM, into a Cell-DEVS specification. We first describe the physical system modeled, and show how 55 to obtain the cell-update rules from an approximate solution. 56 The work in this paper would fit into a methodology to model and simulate complex systems using DEVS 57 and Cell-DEVS formalisms. Complex systems usually compose of many smaller subsystems, or components. 58 Some of these subsystems may be continuous in nature or discrete. Both types of subsystems and components 59 can be modeled and simulated with Cell-DEVS and DEVS as shown in this paper. The methodology starts by 60 decomposing a complex system into simpler subsystems; each could be modeled in a simple DEVS or Cell-61 DEVS model. It can be summarized as follows: 62 1. Divide and Conquer: Divide the modeling task of a complex system into smaller manageable tasks of mod- 63 eling subsystems and components of the larger system at hand. 64 2. Repeat dividing these subsystems to simpler ones, until reaching components that could be modeled with 65 single DEVS, if it has discrete behavior, or a single Cell-DEVS model if it is modeled mathematically with 66 PDE. 6. Execute the model in a DEVS simulator, and observe system behavior. 7. If a change in design is needed, iterate through steps 2-6 until desired system behavior is obtained, and 77 hence optimum system design is reached.
79
The method of modeling and simulation presented in this paper has advantages over conventional methods 80 for solving similar problems. The most important advantage is that it enables the methodology described 81 above that integrates models of discrete and continuous behavior, both based on DEVS formalism, into a sin-82 gle complex system. Very complex systems could be modeled incrementally using the above methodology. This in heat transfer, temperature difference would cause a heat flux from one point to another through a material.
105
The heat flux direction and quantity is related to the difference in temperature (temperature gradient). The 106 heat flux would then represent the field, and the temperature represents the potential driving this field. would then depend on the assumed function over the element, and the number of elements in the structure.
112
The better representation of the assumed function to the real potential distribution, the better accuracy we 113 get. Similarly, by dividing the structure to more number of elements, we would get better accuracy for our 114 solution. Solving the problem using FEM includes the following: 115 1. Divide the structure under study into a large number of simple geometry elements. 4. As all the elements in the structure are connected through their nodes, we obtain a system of equations rep-119 resented in a form of N · N matrices for the whole structure (where N represents the number of elements in 120 that structure). These values are used to compute the unknown potential inside the structure. but also defines an abstract simulation mechanism that is independent of the model itself. N is the neighborhood set;
196
C is the cell space, with
where C c is a Cell-DEVS atomic model, and
B is the set of border cells; and
199
Z is the translation function. Cell-DEVS theory. The tool allows defining models according to the specifications introduced in the previous 216 section. DEVS atomic models can be incorporated into a class hierarchy in C++, while coupled models are 217 defined using a built-in specification language. The tool also includes an interpreter for a specification lan-218 guage that allows describing Cell-DEVS models.
219
The behavior specification of a Cell-DEVS atomic model is defined using a set of rules, each indicating the We will show how FEM models can be mapped into Cell-DEVS using a traditional example found in [1] . non-steady-state heat transfer, the heat flux value and temperature distributions change over time.
249
In order to get the updating rules for each cell in our Cell-DEVS model, we first study a subset of the com-250 plete problem to solve, in which we consider only two elements connected together through their nodes. Then, 251 generalize the solution to the complete problem. In Fig. 3(a) , we show two layers of the wall, which are con-252 nected through the surface in the middle. Each layer i has different physical properties: K 1 is the thermal con-253 ductivity, L i the length, and Q i the heat flux through that wall. Temperature distribution on each surface on 254 the walls is denoted as T 2 , T 1 , and T 0 , as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Each layer can be represented by one finite ele-255 ment, as showed in Fig. 3(b) . Elements 1 and 2 contain two nodes, one at each end, and they are connected 256 through their nodes, making the middle node shared between both of them as in Fig. 3(b) . Every node rep-257 resents a surface of a wall, and the corresponding node value represents its surface temperature. In our 258 Cell-DEVS model, we use a cell to represent each node shown in Fig. 3 .
259
To obtain the cell-updating rules for our Cell-DEVS model, we use the basic laws for heat transfer and 260 energy conservation as explained in detail in the Appendix. From these mathematical manipulations, we we obtain the temperature formulae as follows:
For heat conduction;
For heat convection: In the Appendix, we show the full details of mathematical manipulation to deduce the following updating 283 rules using two methods, Finite Differences and Finite Elements:
Updating Rule for an internal node in the bar
Updating Rule for a node on the insulated edge
Updating Rule for a node on the convective edge 285 285 H The model cells for T 3 , T 2 , and T 1 are initialized with values that resulted from solving the previous problem. When we executed this model in CD++, we have obtained the results shown in Fig. 15 . In Fig. 16 , we show 384 CD++ outputs on grid like the one in Fig. 13 for easy reading. The results shown in Fig. 15 include the sim- The type of diffusion problems as defined with previous PDE is practically solved using numerical meth- Table 1 . H
The result of FEM second simulation is shown in Table 1 for half of the bar (as it is symmetric around its 405 middle horizontal line). Every cell in the table contains the corresponding node temperature.
406
To compare the results shown in Fig. 16 (35 nodes Cell-DEVS) and those in Table 1 we marked corre-407 sponding rows of nodes with an asterisk ( * ). Same points in the bar shown in the table and on the figure   408 are further written in bold font in Table 1 . Temperature values from Table 1 and Fig. 16 match on most nodes; To get the results in Table 2 , we changed the model definition from the one shown in Fig. 14 Table 2 are symmetric around the horizontal cen-421 terline of the bar due to its symmetry in both geometry and boundary conditions. The difference in values medium (a function in x and y), and oT/ox and oT/oy are the temperature gradients over x and y, respectively.
473
The minus sign is to indicate that the direction of heat flux is opposite to direction of increasing temperature.
474
In convection heat transfer, the heat flux is given by 
483 483 484 where T h , T l are the high and low temperatures of its ends, respectively. From (3), by assuming a linear tem-485 perature distribution along the elements shown in Fig. 3 , we get
Having the conservation of energy equation over a control volume containing both elements 1 and 2 (input 489 heat flux equals output heat flux, and similarly, when we study two elements in which one is a convective and 490 the other is conductive), we have 491
493 493
497 497 498 and 499 along small section, we assume a linear temperature change in x-direction over the very small finite space Dx.
Þ is the temperature gradient at point A,
Þ is the temperature gradient at point B, Thus, 518 the temperature gradient at point C is:
By applying the previous result in a two-dimensional space, we can approximate the solution of the previ-520 ous PDE applied to the grid in Fig. 21 as: k½ð Updating Rule 1.
523
These results are for a steady-state heat transfer in a homogeneous medium with constant coefficient of 524 thermal conductivity k in all directions. We still need the updating rules for a point on the insulated surface, 525 or on the convective side of the rod. In order to get these rules, we study the grids shown in Figs. 22 and 23,   526 respectively.
527
Using a similar procedure (described in detail in [9]), we have deduced the rules for a node on the insulated 528 boundary and on the convective boundary as follows:
Updating Rule 2 530 530
531
We evaluate the heat balance at the two closed cells of the grid in Fig. 22 with insulated boundary, i.e. for the 532 zone of the two closed cells. From energy conservation law, the summation of all heat fluxes entering and on the convective boundary as and A is the area of the triangular element. The final steady-state equations for all elements in a structure can 553 be represented in a matrix format as: KT = R, where K is the global stiffness matrix of the structure, T is the 554 node temperatures vector, and R is the heat rate vector at each node (the underline denotes a Matrix). For 555 detailed manipulations, please refer to [1, 10] .
556
To get the global conductivity matrix K for a mesh of elements in a structure, we need to construct it from 557 elemental k with a simple summation procedure as described in [1] . For a single element: K e = kA e B T B , where is a function of all the other elements. By studying this structure, we were able to deduce the updating rules for 572 node 0, which were then repeat for all similar internal nodes.
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We will use the following notation to name the nodes. Each of three nodes in each element is numbered 574 locally, and it is referred by global numbers as in Fig. 25 . where the first row corresponds to the local node 1 (which is globally numbered as 5, as seen in Table 3 where the first row corresponds to local node 1 (which is globally numbered as 0, as seen in Table 3 ), the sec-590 ond row corresponds to global node 5, and the third row corresponds to global node 6. Subsequently, we find 591 the matrix equations for every other element similar to those above (due to symmetry of shape and numbering 592 scheme for local nodes). The only difference would be the correspondence between rows of the matrix equation 593 and different global nodes. By taking the summation of heat rate at node 0, we get
where R (1) 0 is the heat rate into node 0 from element 1. In steady state, the input heat rate in any node is equal 598 to the output from that node (i.e. P i¼6 i¼1 R ðiÞ 0 ¼ 0Þ. Therefore, by solving Eq. (7) we obtain: T 0 ¼ which resembles the result obtained using the finite differences method for an internal node. In order to get 600 the updating rules for boundary conditions, we need to construct the mesh in the same way at the insulated 601 and convective boundaries.
602
Obtaining node updating rules for node displacements in solid mechanics with two Degrees Of Freedom (DOF)
603
The previous element used for heat transfer models has only one degree of freedom (DOF) for each node 604 (the temperature). Hence, it is sufficient to represent each node of the triangular element with one cell of Cell-605 DEVS model. Another example, is of solid mechanics, however, has two DOF for each node (strain in X-and 606 Y-directions).
607
To solve the solid mechanics problem, we follow the same procedure to obtain the rules of the local com-608 puting function in our Cell-DEVS. In problems of solid mechanics, the potential is the displacement, and the 609 field is the mechanical stress. Engineers study this type of problems to identify points inside the material where 610 unsafe stresses could occur, thus causing mechanical or structural failure. We used a simple element as shown 611 in Fig. 26 , and worked as in the previous example to get element equations. Then, we built a mesh of elements 612 and used force equilibrium equations to obtain internal node displacement as a function of surrounding nodes 613 displacements. This would constitute our updating rules for node displacement in our Cell-DEVS model.
614
From displacements of each node, stress inside each element can then be calculated.
615
In the element shown in Fig. 26 , we assume a constant strain through the element. Each node has two DOF, 616 thus it has a strain component in X-direction u x and another in Y-direction u y . All external forces that may act 617 on an element (either applied by other elements, or is an external load applied on the structure under study) 618 are assumed concentrated at the nodes.
619
The mesh showed in Fig. 27 represents a sub-structure that we need to examine. We build the force-strain 620 relation for each element, and then we apply force equilibrium principle at node numbered 1 to obtain 621 required relations between strains at node 1 as a function of surrounding nodes strains. Due to equilibrium, 635 635 
